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Simulation Based Algorithms for Markov Decision
Processes and Multi-Action Restless Bandits
Rahul Meshram and Kesav Kaza
Abstract—We consider multi-dimensional Markov decision
processes and formulate a long term discounted reward optimiza-
tion problem. Two simulation based algorithms—Monte Carlo
rollout policy and parallel rollout policy are studied, and various
properties for these policies are discussed.
We next consider a restless multi-armed bandit (RMAB) with
multi-dimensional state space and multi-actions bandit model. A
standard RMAB consists of two actions for each arms whereas
in multi-actions RMAB, there are more that two actions for
each arms. A popular approach for RMAB is Whittle index
based heuristic policy. Indexability is an important requirement
to use index based policy. Based on this, an RMAB is classified
into indexable or non-indexable bandits. Our interest is in the
study of Monte-Carlo rollout policy for both indexable and non-
indexable restless bandits. We first analyze a standard indexable
RMAB (two-action model) and discuss an index based policy
approach. We present approximate index computation algorithm
using Monte-Carlo rollout policy. This algorithm’s convergence
is shown using two-timescale stochastic approximation scheme.
Later, we analyze multi-actions indexable RMAB, and discuss
the index based policy approach. We also study non-indexable
RMAB for both standard and multi-actions bandits using Monte-
Carlo rollout policy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Markov decision processes have been extensively stud-
ied in the literature for various applications, e.g. wireless
communication systems and networks [1], internet of things
(age of information) [2] and queueing systems for cloud
management [3]. Markov decision processes are a class of
sequential decision problems— an environment is modeled
using a state variable, the decision maker observes the current
state, acts on the environment by taking a certain action, and
the environment reacts by changing state. The environment
changes state according to some probability law, [4], [5], [6].
The decision maker (DM) obtains a reward (cost) from a given
state based action (decision). The objective of the decision
maker is choose actions in sequence such that it maximizes
(minimize) long term expected reward (cost).
Most often, solution methodologies used for MDP are 1)
value iteration algorithm, and 2) policy iteration algorithm, [4],
[5]. In both algorithms, DM needs to know the state transition
probabilities and rewards. Further, in order to implement these
algorithms in practice, MDP is assumed to have finite state and
action spaces. Then, numerical computation can be performed
using these algorithms and optimal long term reward can be
obtained.
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In this paper, we consider multi-dimensional Markov de-
cision processes, where complexity of MDP can be due to
1) large number of states (countable or uncountable), 2)
more than one dimensional state spaces. Hence, the numerical
computation using value iteration and policy iteration schemes
is infeasible.
Weakly coupled MDPs and restless multi-armed bandits
problems are generalizations of MDPs . They consist of
multiple independent Markov processes. The decision maker is
allowed to choose subset of processes with different activation
levels. These independent processes are coupled at the deci-
sion maker by budget constraints. The state of independent
processes evolves whether DM acts on the process or not,
according to some probability law. Such problems fall in the
class of weakly coupled MDPs or restless bandit problems.
The objective of DM is to choose independent processes
with different activation levels satisfying budget constraint at
each decision instant such that it maximizes the long term
reward function. Obtaining a solution using value iteration
and policy iteration algorithms is elusive in general. But for
special applications and examples, there are explicit closed
form expressions of value functions. In this paper, we study
and develop a framework for solving RMABs with multi-
dimensional state space and multi-action arms (processes).
A simulation based approach is popular for MDPs when
value iteration and policy iterations are infeasible. Examples
of such schemes are finite horizon Monte Carlo rollout policy,
tree search policy algorithm and Monte Carlo tree search, [7],
[8], [9]. The popularity of these algorithms stems from good
approximation of the optimal value function. There is a trade
off between computational complexity in time and state space
and optimality.
In this paper we study Monte Carlo rollout policy for
MDPs and restless multi-armed bandit problem. Our work
is motivated from applications in wireless communication
systems, age of information (AoI), and queuing systems.
Let us look at an application from communication systems.
There are multiple sources generating data, a transmitter and
a set of users whose number number is equal to that of the
sources. The data from the sources is sent to the transmitter in
the form of data packets. These packets arrive at the transmitter
and are queued in a buffer with ’infinite’ size. The transmitter
maintains a separate queue for each source. It transmits data
to the users over wireless channels. The number of wireless
channels are less than the number of users. The transmitter
can send data only to a few of the users at any given instant.
Further, the wireless channel is Markovian, where different
states represent the different channel quality levels. Based on
this there is different throughput level for each state. The
2queue length is maintained by the transmitter for each of the
sources. Notice that there is three dimensional state space,
i.e., queue length, channel state and arrival state. As there are
less number of channels, the objective of the transmitter is
to select channels for transmission such that it maximizes the
discounted infinite horizon reward (throughput) under bounded
queue length. Clearly, this is an MDP based planning problem.
This is also an example of standard RMAB (two-action) when
the transmitter has to decide which channel and user to select,
and channel states evolve at each time instant. The constraint
at the transmitter is to select a fixed number of channels for
transmission. These bandits are said to be weakly coupled by
this constraint.
In the communication example, a transmitter can have
choice of multiple power levels to use for transmission on
a selected channel. This is applicable in the case of energy-
harvesting sensor networks, [10], [11]. For multiple users with
limited channel availability and choice of multiple power level,
the problem is a class of multi-action restless bandits. Here,
different actions correspond to power levels available for a
channel. Based on availability of battery power and it’s energy
constraint, a transmitter can select user channels and power
levels for those channels.
A. Related work
The literature on MDP is vast and here we discuss some
relevant work. The classic books on MDP are [4], [5], [6],
[12], they discussed value iteration, policy iteration and other
variants of these algorithms in great detail for different objec-
tive functions such ass discounted reward, and average reward.
Another approach for MDP referred to as rolling horizon
procedure for MDP is studied in [13]. Error bounds for rolling
horizon policies for discrete time MDP are derived in [14]
under both discounted and average reward criteria. In [15],
[16], a heuristic rollout algorithm is studied for combinatorial
optimization and stochastic scheduling problem. This is a
variant of the policy iteration algorithm. Rollout policies are
further adapted to partially observable MDP, where states are
not observed but only signals are observed and a parallel
rollout policy is introduced in [17], [8].
Simulation based approach using Monte-Carlo search policy
is introduced in [18]. Monte Carlo simulation is performed
over the tree and confidence bounds on the accuracy of
stochastic policy and optimal policy are established in [19],
[20]. Using concentration inequalities, the number of sam-
ples required for simulation is derived. These bound scale
exponentially with horizon length. This is further improved
in Monte Carlo tree search algorithm, where tree search
algorithm is combined with rollout horizon algorithm. There
learning algorithm such as upper confidence bound scheme is
employed in sampling of actions for exploration-exploitation.
This UCB variant of Monte-Carlo tree search was first studied
in [9]. Also, the simulation based approach for MDP has been
studied extensively for the problem of reinforcement learning,
where transition and reward dynamics are unknown to decision
maker, see [6], [21], [22]. In [22, Chapter 5], the Monte Carlo
technique has been discussed. In reinforcement learning, the
function approximation method is a popular approach studied
for large state space model. Reinforcement algorithms and
rollout policies for multi-agent MDPs are studied in [23].
Restless multi-armed bandit and weakly coupled MDPs
are generalization of MDPs, [24]. RMAB is a PSPACE hard
problem, [25] and finding optimal solution is difficult. But in
[26], an index-based policy is proposed where each bandit is
assigned an index that maps state to a real number. Using
this index, K arms with highest indices are played in each
time step. The popularity of this stems from near optimality
of the policy [27]. Recently, this work is extended to multi-
action restless bandit in [28], where authors have introduced
more that two actions for each bandits, and full indexability
is defined and there are budget constraint on actions that are
allowed to activate. This is later shown to perform near optimal
in [29]. In all these works, the restless bandit is indexable;
only then index can be computed. There are restless bandits
which are non-indexable, this is often the case when not much
structure is imposed on the dynamics of the problem.
Restless bandits with two-actions models are extensively
studied in applications of stochastic scheduling [30], [31], [32],
multi-class queueing networks [33], [34], [35], [36], machine
maintenance problem [37], [38], scheduling in wireless net-
work [39]. Restless bandit is further gernalized for hidden state
MDP, i.e., partially observable MDPs. This has increased the
scope of the applications to wireless opportunistic scheduling
in cognitive radio [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46],
social networks and 5G [47], wireless relay networks [48],
cyber physical control systems [49] , online recommendation
systems [50], [51], and operation research [52]. There are
other applications emerging recently in security [53], age of
information [54], and health care [55], [56].
Though there is a lot of work on two-action restless bandits
in MDP and POMDPs, there is very limited study on multi-
action restless bandits [28], [29]. Further, most of the studies
available, are for indexable bandits. Non-indexable bandits are
very challenging and there is no general approach available. In
[36], the authors studied and discussed non-indexable bandits
with MDP under some assumptions on the model. Difficulties
in non-indexable bandit persist due to very less structure on the
problem. This is one of the open areas for heuristic policies.
In this paper we study a heuristic Monte-Carlo rollout policy.
B. Summary of the Contributions
In this paper, we study Monte Carlo rollout policy and
parallel rollout policy for multi-dimensional MDP with multi-
dimensional state space. We discuss theoretical results for
rollout policies. We next extend this study for restless multi-
armed bandit problem with multi-dimensional state space and
multi-action bandit model. Here, we study two classes of
bandits—indexable and non-indexable bandits. For indexable
bandits, we assume the existence threshold-type policy and
this provides us claim indexability for each restless bandit.
We use Monte-carlo rollout policy to compute an approximate
index for RMAB. Here, we consider separate cases for both
two-action bandits and more than two action bandits. This
is because it requires a different notion of indexability. In
3case of two-action bandit model, we consider standard Whittle
indexability, whereas in multi-action bandit model (more than
two actions), we introduce the concept of full indexability
which is generalization of standard Whittle index. The concept
of full indexability is inspired from [28]. Then, a heuristic
greedy approach for index computation is presented. In case
of non-indexable bandit model, we consider rollout policy
with greed approach in each slot, and we do not consider
any assumption on model structure. This is the first study
of Monte-carlo rollout policies for RMAB with multi-action
bandit models. We believe this can provide a reasonable
simulation based approach for complex RMAB with least
structure on the problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
preliminaries on MDPs are discussed for multi-dimensional
state space. Simulation based Monte Carlo rollout policy and
parallel rollout policy are described in Section III. Here, we
also give theoretical results. Rollout policy for restless multi-
armed bandit model with multi-action and indexable bandit
is presented in Section IV, where we studied index policy
and used rollout policy for index computation. Later, non-
indexable restless bandit model for two action with Monte
Carlo rollout policy are studied in Section V. This is extended
for multi-action restless non-indexable bandit in Section VI.
Finally, we make concluding remarks and future extension in
Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES FOR
COMPLEX MDPS
Consider a Markov decision process, it is described byM =
{S,A,P ,R, β}. The state space S =
∏n
i=1 Si, which is n
dimensional and Si is subset of integer. Hence S ∈ Zn. A is
action space and we assume it is finite. P is transition law or
probability matrix which is give by P = [[P (y|x, a)]], where
y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn) ∈ S, x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) ∈ S, and
a ∈ A. R = {r(x, a)}{x∈S,a∈A} is immediate reward matrix.
β is the discount parameter and 0 < β < 1. The system works
in discrete time, where system state evolves at discrete time
instants and action is taken at those times. Time is indexed
by t. Let x(t) ∈ S and a(t) ∈ A denote state of system and
decision at time t, respectively. The decision maker yields
reward rt = r(x(t), a(t)) at time t. The objective of decision
maker is chose the decision to maximize long term reward
function.
. The infinite horizon discounted reward under policy π for
initial state x is given by
Vπ(x) := Eπ,x
{ ∞∑
t=1
βt−1rt
}
.
The policy π is sequence of decisions, and π =
{π(x1), π(x2), · · · }. Our interest is to find the optimal policy
π∗ ∈ Π such that
π∗(x) ∈ argmax
π∈Π
Vπ(x).
The finite horizon discounted reward under policy π for
initial state x is
Vπ,T (x) := Eπ,x
{ T∑
t=1
βt−1rt
}
.
Our interest is to find the optimal policy π∗T ∈ Π such that
π∗T (x) ∈ argmax
π∈Π
Vπ,T (x).
We assume that |r(x, a)| ≤ B. Hence Vπ(x) ≤
B
1−β .
Existence of an optimal policy : Under reasonable as-
sumptions on state space, action space and immediate reward
function, one can show the existence of optimal policy, [57].
A set of such conditions include, compact state space S and
action space A; bounded and lower semi-continuous imme-
diate reward function r(x, a), and suitably defined transition
probabilities. When state and action spaces are compact but
immediate reward function is unbounded, one can impose a
notion of weighted norm and lower semi-continuity on reward
function and some assumptions on transition probabilities to
show the existence of optimal policy, [57, Chapter 3, Section
3.3]. For our work, we proceed by assuming that all necessary
conditions for existence of optimal policy hold.
To solve the above optimization problem, the dynamic
program is given as follows.
TV (x) = max
a∈A(x)
{r(x, a) + βEV (y | (x, a))}
This is also known as Bellman operator. We study a stationary
deterministic optimal policy. For any stationary policy π ∈ Π
we can have
TπV (x) = {r(x, π(a)) + βEV (y | (x, π(a)))}
Note that T and Tπ follow monotonicity properties, i.e., for
any V and V ′ such that V (x) ≤ V ′(x) for all x any policy
π ∈ Π we have
TV (x) ≤ TV ′(x)
TπV (x) ≤ TπV
′(x)
Also T and Tπ follows contraction mapping property, i.e., for
any V and V ′ such that V (x) ≤ V ′(x) for all x any policy π
we have
max
x
|TV (x) − TV ′(x)| ≤ βmax
x
|V (x) − V ′(x)|,
max
x
|TπV (x)− TπV
′(x)| ≤ βmax
x
|V (x) − V ′(x)|.
There are two main algorithms for solving MDP—value it-
eration algorithm where value function is iteratively computed,
by applying optimal dynamic program for each iteration and
policy iteration algorithm where one starts with fixed initial
policy πn, evaluates the value function under fixed policy,
improves that policy iteratively.
1) Value iteration algorithm: The value iteration algorihm
is given as follows.
Vn(x) = TVn−1(x) = max
a∈A(x)
[r(x.a)+
∑
y∈S
p(y | x, a)Vn−1(y)
 . (1)
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Vn If (|TVn − Vn| < ǫ)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Value iteration algorithm
Base
Policy
π
Policy
Evaluation
Vπ
Policy
Improvement
new policy π˜
Rollout policy π˜
Fig. 2. Illustration of Policy iteration algorithm
and next iteratively applying Bellman operation, the optimal
value function is
V ∗(x) = lim
n→∞
T nV (x).
The implementation of this algorithm in practice is described
in Fig. 1, where value iteration algorithm stops and exit
whenever (|TVn − Vn| < ǫ) for some fixed ǫ > 0, otherwise
it performs Bellman operation in loop.
2) Policy iteration algorithm: We now discuss the policy
iteration algorithm. In this, one starts with fixed initial base
policy π and performs policy evaluation step, computes the
value function. This is done using following iteration:
Vπ(x) = TπV (x) = {r(x, π(a)) + βEπ [V (y | (x, π(a)))]}
This iteration is performed till |TπV (x) − V (x)| ≤ ǫ. In
other word this is similar to value iteration scheme under fixed
policy, i.e., value iteration under fixed policy π at step n is
Vn+1(x) = TπVn(x) = {r(x, π(a)) + βEπ [Vn(y | (x, π(x)))]} .
Next step is policy improvement. In preceding equation,
first part is immediate reward from feasible action a and
second component is value function obtained by following
fixed policy π. The new policy is found by optimizing over
actions which maximizes the immediate reward plus future
value function under policy π. This optimization is performed
for all states x, and it is given by
π˜(x) ∈ arg max
a∈A(x)
{r(x, a) + βEπ [Vk(y | (x, a))]}
and for policy improvement Vπ˜(x) ≥ Vπ(x) for all x. Next we
repeat policy evaluation steps for policy π˜, further this policy
is improved again using improvement step. This is repeated
until there is no further improvement in policy possible. This
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the figure Vπ is the value
function derived using policy π.
x, a
y1,1 y2,1 y3,1 yτ,1
y1,2 y2,2 y3,2 yτ,2
y1,L y2,L y3,L yτ,L
τ horizon length
L
Fig. 3. Illustration of Monte Carlo Rollout policy
It is important to note that value iteration algorithm and pol-
icy iteration algorithm computationally expensive in practice
for large state space and multi-dimensional state space. We
need alternative algorithms and this is given in next section.
III. MONTE CARLO ROLLOUT POLICY FOR MDPS
The value iteration and policy iteration algorithms suf-
fer from curse of dimensionality problem, because in Bell-
man operation, we have to compute E [V (y | (x, a))] , for
large multi-dimensional state-space. Hence we study a sim-
ple heuristic rollout policy, where goal is to approximate
E [V (y | (x, a))] using Monte Carlo simulations.
We start with state-action (x, a), and generate trajectories
using a base policy π.We assume that L number of trajectories
are generated. These trajectories are obtained for depth of
horizon length τ. Each trajectory consists of evolution of
states, observations of rewards using on policy π. Here, next
state can be obtained from transition model or generative
model under policy π. We compute the discounted reward
accrued from a trajectory over τ horizon, further this yields
empirical discounted reward from policy π over L trajectories.
We approximate this empirical reward with EV (x+1 | (x, a)).
The optimal action for given state x is chosen based on
immediate reward and empirical discounted reward obtained
using Monte-Carlo rollout policy. The policy π is updated to
new policy π˜ based on optimal action choose for x. This is
described in Fig. 3.
Mathematical detail is as follows. Let
Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)) be the state action value function for
lth sample at time step t under policy π when initial state and
action is (x, a). yt,l denotes the state at time step t for lth
sample. The action under policy π for that state is π(yt,l).
Hence Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)) = r(yt,l, π(yt,l)).
When τ = 1, this rollout MC policy is a simple approxi-
mation to one-step lookahead policy and it given as follows.
Q˜π,1(x, a) = r(x, a) + β
[
1
L
L∑
l=1
Qlπ,1(x, a,y1,l, π(y1,l))
]
,
π˜(x) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Q˜π,1(x, a).
5For τ > 1, total discounted reward for lth trajectory running
upto horizon length τ with policy π is
Q
l
π,τ (x, a) =
τ∑
t=1
βt−1Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)).
The state action value function estimate from this policy is
Q˜π,τ (x, a) = r(x, a) + β
[
1
L
L∑
l=1
Q
l
π,τ (x, a)
]
,
and new policy is
π˜(x) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Q˜π,τ(x, a).
Remark 1:
• This is an online rollout policy algorithm. It is very
important to select good policy π. Instead of fixed policy
π, one can use randomized policy, where actions (arms)
are picked at given state randomly according to some
fixed distribution.
• If the decision maker has computational budget constraint
and bounded rational with limited memory, then online
rollout policy iteration is better choice for large state
space model.
• Though this is a simple algorithm, this algorithm can
be far off from the optimal and in later subsection we
characterize this suboptimality gap and provide some
bounds.
• Note that rollout policy algorithm is a variant of policy
iteration algorithm.
A. Monte Carlo parallel rollout policy for MDPs
We now consider another variant of rollout policy algorithm.
In practice, it is challenging to figure out good policy π.
This motivates to look for alternatives. One such alternative
is parallel rollout policy which make use of addtional parallel
computational architecture. In this, different policies are evalu-
ated using parallel architecture starting from given state-action
and value estimate are obtained by running Monte Carlo search
for L trajectories upto τ horizons. Recall that total discounted
reward for lth trajectory running upto horizon length τ with
policy π is
Q
l
π,τ (x, a) =
τ∑
t=1
βt−1Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)).
The taking empirical averaging of this, we get
Q̂π,τ(x, a) =
1
L
L∑
l=1
Q
l
π,τ (x, a).
This can be evaluated for finite number of policies π ∈ Λ ⊂ Π,
we assume that size of set Λ is finite. Then state-action value
function using following procedure obtained and the optimal
policy for given state is found.
Q˜π,τ,pr(x, a) = r(x, a) + βmax
π∈Λ
Q̂π,τ (x, a)
π′pr(x) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Q˜π,τ,pr(x, a).
Remark 2:
• Parallel rollout policy is well suited when decision maker
does not have a good policy. With additional cost of
parallel architecture one may able to provide good ap-
proximation to optimal value estimate.
• We observe that in order to obtain optimal value estimate
and determine the optimal actions, while running rollout
policy algorithm mentioned above, the decision maker
need to have some knowledge about good policy. This
knowledge may not be available at decision maker, and
then this will lead to starting with some uniform random
fixed policy. This may result into suboptimal outcome.
• In vanilla Monte Carlo rollout policy, actions are played
according to fixed policy for given state. While selecting
base policy π, we can exploit the structure of the problem.
• Another variant is to consider a stochastic policy instead
of fixed policy π where actions for given state is played
according to probability distribution. Note that the for this
case stochastic algorithm may give better advantage and
lead to near optimal solution but it requires large horizon
length τ and running time to be exponential in horizon
length, [19, Theorem 1]. The algorithm is called as sparse
sampling algorithm.
B. Results on Monte Carlo rollout policies
In this section, we present theoretical guarantees for Monte
carlo rollout policies. The objective is to measure the degree of
suboptimality of Monte Carlo rollout policies for finite horizon
τ with respect to optimal policy.
We first describe results from [6, Chapter 6, sectioon 6.2.2],
which gives bound on approximation of optimal value function
and value function under fixed stationary policy π. This is
worst case bound. This bound is improved in [58], where
the difference between optimal value function and one step
greedy policy with approximate value function is dependent
on discount parameter β. These provide insight for Monte
Carlo rollout policies.
Consider an approximate policy iteration, in that the se-
quence of stationary policy πn is generated and corresponding
approximate value function Vn which satisfies
max
x
|Vn(x) − Vπn(x)| ≤ ǫ
max
x
|(Tπn+1Vn)(x) − (TVn)(x)| ≤ δ.
Tπn+1 is one step evaluation under policy π
n+1. Define V ∗
as the optimal value function. From [6, Chapter 6, sectioon
6.2.2], the worst case bound on approximate policy iteration
is given in following proposition.
Proposition 1:
lim sup
n→∞
max
x
|Vπn(x) − V
∗(x)| ≤
δ + 2βǫ
(1 − β2)
.
This is scaling with 1(1−β2) , and for small values of discount
parameter β, this can be very bad. Thus this is a pessimistic
bound.
This result is further improved in [58]. Assume that approx-
imate value function V˜ is ǫ close to optimal value function V ∗
6Then greedy policy for V˜ has good approximation to optimal
policy. This is given in following proposition.
Proposition 2 (Improved bound [58]): If approximate V˜ is
such that for all x ∈ S, |V ∗(x)− V˜ (x)| ≤ ǫ, and πV˜ is greedy
policy for. V˜ , i.e.,
πV˜ (x) = argmaxa∈A
[
r(x, a) + βE[V˜ (y) | (x, a)]
]
then for all x ∈ S
|V ∗(x)− V˜π
V˜
(x)| ≤
2βǫ
1− β
.
Here the immediate reward from state-action is assumed to be
known. This is not known, but bound is known, then using this
there can be obtain bound on approximation of value function.
Corollary 1: For |r(x, a) − r˜(x, a)| ≤ α. Then |V ∗(x) −
V˜π
V˜
(x)| ≤ 2βǫ+2α1−β Here r˜ is approximate reward from given
state-action.
Remark 3: If approximate value function V˜ for given state-
action is computed using Monte-Carlo rollout policy, then
we can have greedy policy approximation to optimal value
function V ∗ from Proposition 2.
In the preceding approximation, we have not specified
number of time horizon needed to get fixed level of accuracy
ǫ under fixed policy π. This approximation will be given next
few results. Vπ,τ is finite horizon discounted value function
under policy π starting from state x and this is given by
Vπ,τ (x) = E
[
τ−1∑
t=0
βt (r(x(t), aπ(t)))
]
.
Following result is adapted from [14]. Result provides
bound on optimal value function and finite horizon value
function under policy π.
Lemma 1:
0 ≤ V ∗(x) − Vπ,τ (x) ≤
Rmax
1− β
βτ .
Proof of this is straightforward, but clarity purpose proof is
given in Appendix A. V ∗τ is the optimal discounted reward for
finite horizon τ and V ∗τ (x) = supπ∈Π Vπ,τ (x). Let B(S) be
the set of all value functions. In the next result, we provide
bound on difference of value function under policy π and an
optimal value function for infinite horizon.
Lemma 2: Given value function V ∈ B(S) such that for
function |V ∗τ−1(x) − V (x)| ≤ ǫ for all x ∈ S and consider a
policy π ∈ Π such that Tπ(V ) = T (V ).
0 ≤ V ∗(x)− Vπ(x) ≤
Rmax
(1− β)
βτ +
2βǫ
1− ǫ
.
This result is derived in [8, Theorem 5.1]. For sake of
clarity, we provide proof in Appendix B.
Remark 4:
• For finite horizon, the distance between optimal value
function and any value function is bounded by term ǫ.
Then for any policy π we say that infinite horizon optimal
value function and the value function under policy π can
be suitably bounded. Moreover for this bound as horizon
length sufficiently increases, the bounds are going to be
2βǫ
1−ǫ . This indicates the suboptimality of value function
under policy π.
• Note that this bound is tight if discount parameter β is
away from 1, ǫ is small and length of horizon, i.e., τ is
large.
• The bound in Lemma 2 is useful while coming up with
bound on rollout policy.
Corollary 2: For every ǫ > 0, there exists τ > 1 such that
Vπ(x) − Vπro,τ (x) ≤ ǫ.
This is a standard consequence of expansion of value iteration
using policy π and rollout policy with finite horizon, πro,τ .
This suggests that for sufficiently long horizon, one can
approximate the value function using rollout policy.
More importantly in next lemma, we can specify the rolling
horizon length for given ǫ, β and Rmax.
Lemma 3: For any ǫ > 0 if τ > 1 + logβ
ǫ(1−β)
Rmax
then for
all x ∈ X
Vπro,τ (x) ≥ Vπ(x)− ǫ.
The proof is straightforward, it is given in Appendix C.
Corollary 3: Using Lemma 2 and 3, we can mea-
sure the suboptimality of finite horizon rollout policy. If
supx∈S |V
∗(x) − vπ,H−1(x)| < ǫ then we can have
0 ≤ V ∗(x) − Vπro,H(x) ≤ β
H Rmax
1− β
+
2βǫ
1− β
.
In the rollout policy, we have used base policy which is
fixed. Often knowing good based policy is very difficult.
We consider an alternative approach and one such method is
parallel rollout policy. With additional computational cost, we
can improve on rollout policy. Recall that in parallel rollout
policy, multiple based policy are simulated and best among
them is selected.
Thus
πpr,τ (x) ∈ max
a∈A
E
[
r(x, a) + βmax
π∈Π
Vπ,τ−1(y)
]
.
Corollary 4: For any ǫ > 0 there exists τ such that
maxπ∈Π Vπ(x) − Vpr,τ (x) < ǫ for x ∈ S.
Lemma 4: For πpr,τ defined on non empty finite subset
Λ ∈ Π, given any ǫ > 0 if
τ > 1 + logβ
ǫ(1− β)
Rmax
,
then for all x ∈ S
Vπpr,H (x) ≥ max
π∈Λ
Vπ(x) − ǫ.
Parallel rollout policy studied in [8] and present results from
it.
Property 1: If
sup
x∈S
|V ∗(x) −max
π∈Λ
Vπ,τ−1(x)| ≤ ǫ
then
0 ≤ V ∗(x) − Vπpr,τ (x) ≤ β
τ Rmax
1− β
+
2βǫ
1− β
.
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Lemma 5: For given non-empty set Λ ⊂ Π for parallel
rollout policy
Vpr(x) ≥ max
π∈Λ
Vπ(x), x ∈ S.
Remark 5: Note that the degree of suboptimality depends
on the discounter parameter β, if β is away from 1 then
approximation can be good. Using parallel architecture, one
can make efficient utilization of computational power.
IV. RESTLESS MULTI-ARMED BANDITS AND MONTE
CARLO ROLLOUT POLICY
We now consider problem of restless multi-armed bandit
and study various heuristic policies. Suppose RMAB has
N independent arms and RMAB is described by MB =
{S,A,P ,R, N, β}.
The state space of bandit S =
∏N
i=1 Si, where Si repre-
sents state of arm i, this can be further n dimensional, i.e.,
Si =
∏n
j=1 Sij and Sij is subset of integer. Thus for each
arm i, Si ⊂ Zn. The action space A =
∏N
i=1Ai, here Ai
is the action of arm i. The transition probabiltiy matrix is
given by P = {Pi(yi | xi, ai)}Ni=1, and xi = (xi,1, · · · , xi,n),
yi = (yi,1, · · · , yi,n), xi,yi ∈ Si. and ai ∈ Ai. We write
P (Y |X, a) =
∏N
i=1 Pi(yi | xi, ai), X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xN},
Y = {y1,y2, · · · ,yN}, and a = {a1, a2, · · · , aN}. The
immediate reward is R = {ri(xi, ai)}Ni=1 ∈ R
N .
The action space of arm i, Ai is assumed to be discrete and
finite, size of set Ai is m < ∞. This represent the class of
multi-action restless bandit problem. For case m = 2, we can
have Ai = {0, 1}, where ai = 0 correspond to not playing
of arm i and ai = 1 correspond to playing of arm i. This is
the most frequently studied model for RMAB. We here study
generalized RMAB, and allow more that 2 actions for each
arms. Multiple-actions describe the activity level, ai ∈ Ai
represents the activity of arm i selected by decision maker.
There are finite activity levels. β is the discount parameter,
0 < β < 1. We suppose that time is slotted and it is indexed
by t. Let ai(t) ∈ Ai denote the action (activity level) for arm
i selected by decision maker. For case of m = 2, ai(t) = 1
when arm i is played in slot t and ai(t) = 0 when arm is
not played in slot t. xi(t) denotes the state of arm i at the
beginning of slot t. The immediate reward accrued to decision
maker from action ai(t) is ri(xi(t), ai(t)). Let π = {π(t)}t≥1
be the policy that maps history to actions for each arm and it
is defined as follows: π(t) : Ht → A. Here, Ht denotes the
history of state, actions and observed rewards up to time slot
t, i.e., {xi(s), ai(s), ri(xi(s), ai(s))}1≤i≤N,1≤s<t. The total
expected discounted infinite horizon reward under policy π
with initial state X = (x1, · · · ,xN ) is given by
Vπ(X) := Eπ,X
{ ∞∑
t=1
βt−1
(
N∑
i=1
ri(xi(t), ai(t))
)}
.
There is total budget constraint (activity constrant) at the
decision maker for each time slot t and this is given by
N∑
i=1
ai(t) ≤ K, ai(t) ∈ Ai.
Then objective is to find the optimal policy π∗ :
π∗ = argmax
π
Vπ(X).
s.t.
N∑
i=1
ai(t) ≤ K, ai(t) ∈ Ai.
for all X ∈ S. Vπ : S → R is the value function under policy
π. The optimal value function V (X) is
V (X) = max
π
Vπ(X)
s.t.
N∑
i=1
ai(t) ≤ K, ai(t) ∈ Ai.
We assume that all necessary conditions hold for existence
of optimal policy. Then the dynamic program that solves
optimal value function is given by
V (X) = max
a∈A
[
N∑
i=1
ri(§i, ai) + β
∑
Y ∈S
P (Y |X, a)V (Y )
]
.
V (X) = max
a∈A
[
N∑
i=1
ri(xi, ai)+
β
∑
Y=(y1,··· ,yN )∈S
N∏
i=1
Pi(yi | xi, ai)V (Y )
 .
Here, A = {a = (a1, · · · , aN ) ∈ A :
∑N
i=1 ai ≤ K}. The
value iteration algorithm can be written as follows.
Vt+1(X) = max
a∈A
[
N∑
i=1
ri(xi, ai) + β
∑
Y=(y1,··· ,yN )∈S
N∏
i=1
Pi(yi | xi, ai)Vt(Y )
 .
In the policy iteration algorithm, there are two steps, 1)
policy evaluation and 2) policy improvment. In the policy
evaluation step, initial fixed policy π is runned, using this
policy the following value function computation is performed.
Vπ(X, a) =
[
N∑
i=1
ri(xi, ai) + β
∑
Y=(y1,··· ,yN )∈S
N∏
i=1
Pi(yi | xi, π(X))Vπ(Y )
 .
Next step is policy improvement, where policy is improved
π′(X) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Vπ(X, a), & Vπ′(X) ≥ Vπ(X)
for all X ∈ S. Then one updates the old policy with new one
and repeats policy evaluation and improvement steps until no
more further improvements are possible.
Remark 6:
• Note that value iteration and policy iteration in the
preceding problem have the following difficulties: 1) state
space of each arm is large, and hence it is computationally
difficult to run value iteration or policy iteration algorithm
8for RMAB. 2) Though arms are independent in RMAB,
the problem of RMAB is weakly coupled by budget
constraints introduces additional difficulty.
• A well studied popular approach for restless bandit prob-
lem is Whittle index policy scheme, [26], [59]. The idea
there is to map the state of each arm to a real valued
number, referred to as index. Later, arms with highest
indices which satisfies budget constraint are activated
with different activity levels at each time slot. Form = 2,
two action bandits, this boils down to playing arms with
highest indices.
• To use Whittle index policy, we require to prove indexa-
bility. This indexability approach to RMAB is non-trivial;
one requires to decouple the problem into N independent
arms which needs relaxation of problem and Lagrangian
relaxation approach. Using properties of the problem,
indexability for each arm can be claimed and an index
formula can derived. But to use this indexability scheme,
we need more structural assumptions on transition proba-
bilities and reward dynamics. However, an index formula
is rarely available. Often for large state space models,
numerical computation of index can be expensive.
The preceding discussion motivates us to look for other
alternative scheme. This is studied in next section.
A. Heuristic policies
Here, we describe a few heuristic policies for the RMAB
problem.
1) Myopic policy:: We first examine the myopic policy
which is simplest heuristic policy and it has minimal com-
putation and memory requirement. In this, the decision maker
picks arms with different activity levels based on current state
arms and corresponding immediate reward for different actions
such that the budget constraints are satisfied. If xi(t) is the
state of arm i at beginning of slot t, the immediate reward
from that state is ri(xi(t), ai(t)). Arms with different activity
levels are chosen according to following rule.
a
∗
MP (t) ∈ argmax
a∈A
N∑
i=1
ri(xi(t), ai(t))
and the highest immediate reward accrued by DM is
R∗(t) = max
a∈A
N∑
i=1
ri(xi(t), ai(t)).
Note that this policy does not take account of future evolution
of states and rewards, and hence this can be suboptimal.
Form = 2 two action bandit model, in the myopic policy,K
arms are played at each time slot based on immediate rewards,
i.e., K arms with highest immediate rewards.
2) One step look ahead policy: This policy is extension of
myopic policy, where DM considers both immediate reward
for arms and one step evolution of state and reward for
selection of arms with activity level. Thus, arms are selected
with different activity levels in slot t according following rule.
a
∗
LAP (t) ∈ argmax
a∈A
 N∑
i=1
ri(xi(t), ai(t)) + β
∑
Y=(y1,··· ,yN )∈S
N∏
i=1
Pi(yi | xi(t), π(X(t)))max
a′∈A
N∑
i=1
ri(yi, a
′
i)
]
.
Observe that even one step lookahead policy is computation-
ally challenging for large state space model. This is due to
second summation over state space.
B. Whittle index policy and Monte Carlo approach for two
action bandits
We now consider a special case of multi-action RMAB, i.e.,
two armed RMAB. Recall that action ai(t) = 1 correspond
to play of arm i and action ai(t) = 0 correspond to not
play of arm i. We study Whittle index policy approach.
In this, budget constraint problem for actions, adapted for
new problem with discounted budget constraint and next
using Lagrangian relaxation approach, this relaxed problem
decomposed into N singled armed bandit problem. This idea
of constraint relaxation and Lagrangian method simplifies the
problem from N–armed restless bandit to N single armed
restless bandits. While doing this, subsidy W introduced for
single-armed restless bandit problem (SARB). The dynamic
program for arm i with subsidy W is given by
Vi(xi) = max
ai∈{0,1}
{ri(xi, ai) +W (1− ai)+
β
∑
y∈Si
[Pi(yi | xi, ai)Vi(yi)]

As discussed in the preceding section, each arm problem
boils to solving simple MDP problem, but difficulty is due
to large state space. We first discuss here few special cases
with single dimensional state space and later consider multi-
dimensional state space.
1) Single dimensional state space model: We make follow-
ing assumption.
Assumption 1:
1) The state space of arm i is single dimensional, it is
denoted by xi and xi ∈ Si ⊂ Z. This is true for all
arms.
2) The optimal policy for a single-armed bandit, i.e., for
arm i is threshold type.
Definition 1 (Threshold type policy): For two action single
armed bandit i with a single-dimensional state space Si, the
optimal policy is of a threshold type if There exists x˜i ∈ Si
such that optimal action of arm i, for given state xi ∈ Si
satisfy
a∗i (xi) =
{
1 If xi > x˜i,
0 If xi ≤ x˜i.
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Vi(xi) =

ri(xi, ai = 1)+
β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai = 1)Vi(yi) If xi > x˜i,
ri(xi, ai = 0) +W+
β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai = 0)Vi(yi) If xi ≤ x˜i.
Define
V˜i(xi, ai = 1) := ri(xi, ai = 1) + β∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai = 1)Vi(yi),
V˜i(xi, ai = 0) := ri(xi, ai = 0) +W + β∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai = 0)Vi(yi)
Then the dynamic program is given by
V (xi) := max{V˜i(xi, ai = 1), V˜i(xi, ai = 0)}
Significance of threshold type policy: A threshold type
policy indicates that state space Si for arm i is divided into
two region. Let Ui,0 and Ui,1 be two regions and it is as
follows.
Ui,1 :=
{
xi ∈ Si : V˜i(xi, ai = 1) > V˜i(xi, ai = 0)
}
,
Ui,0 :=
{
xi ∈ Si : V˜i(xi, ai = 1) ≤ V˜i(xi, ai = 0)
}
.
Here, Ui,1 is set of states at which optimal action is to play
arm, and Ui,0 is set of states at which optimal action is not to
play arm i. Note that these sets are dependent on subsidy W ,
because value functions and actions are dependent on subsidy
W. Thus,
Ui,1(W ) = {xi ∈ Si : a
∗
i (xi,W ) = 1} ,
Ui,0(W ) = {xi ∈ Si : a
∗
i (xi,W ) ≤ 1} .
Definition 2 (Indexability [26]): Indexability for each arm is
defined as set of states at which not playing is optimal choice
behaves monotonically with subsidy W , that is, As subsidy
W increases from −∞ to +∞, Ui,0(W ) increases from ∅ to
full set Si.
This indicates that W increases, the set Ui,0(W ) monoton-
ically nondecreasing, thus W2 > W1, then Ui,0(W1) ⊆
Ui,0(W2). Note that if the optimal policy is of a threshold
policy, then we can claim indexability for arm. Threshold
policy behavior gives sufficient condition for indexability.
In general the proof of indexability is hard. But indexability
can be proved with additional structural assumptions on the
model, transition probabilities and reward dynamics.
Definition 3 (Whittle index [26]): The Whittle index of arm
i is the minimum subsidy W at which both actions playing
of arm and not playing of arm are equally good for the given
state. That is,
W (x˜i) = inf {W ∈ R : x˜i ∈ U0,1(W )} .
Thus the indexW (x˜i) for arm i at x˜i is obtained by solving
following equation for W.
V˜i(xi, ai = 0,W )− V˜i(xi, ai = 1,W ) = 0
Then,
W + ri(x˜i, ai = 0) + β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | x˜i, ai = 0)Vi(yi,W )
−ri(x˜i, ai = 1)− β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | x˜i, ai = 1)Vi(yi,W ) = 0.
Solving this expression is non-trivial in many cases, because
Vi(yi,W ) depends on subsidy W and for large state space
this recursive computation is hard.
Index computation using Monte Carlo rollout policy:
Note that computing
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | x˜i, ai = 1)Vi(yi,W )
is difficult but we can utilize Monte Carlo rollout policy
and parallel rollout policy approach developed for MDP in
Section III-B. This effectively provides way to finds approx-
imate index. This can also increase speed of computation of
index. The detail is given in Algorithm 1. The convergence
of algorithm is justified using two-timescale stochastic ap-
proximations. In this algorithm, the W is updated on slow
timescale and Monte-Carlo rollout policy performed on fast
timescale. W is updated iteratively slow time scale, that
means, fixed W and then perform Monte Carlo rollout policy
and compute approximate value function for both actions
starting from given state. If difference between approximate
value function under two action is less than ǫ, the index is
obtained. Otherwise, change W to new value and perform the
Monte Carlo rollout policy. Thus the Monte carlo policy is
updating at faster timescale. The convergence of two timescale
algorithm is proved in [60] Chapter 6.
Algorithm 1: Whittle index computation algorithm for
arm i
Input: State of arm i : x˜i
Initialize Wold
1. Define: Wnew =Wold
2. Use Monte Carlo rollout policy
Compute: V˜i(xi, ai = 1,Wnew) and
V˜i(xi, ai = 0,Wnew)
3. Define ∆(xi,Wnew) = V˜i(xi, ai =
1,Wnew)− V˜i(xi, ai = 0,Wnew)
4. If ∆ < ǫ then
Index: W (x˜i) =Wnew and Exit
Else
Wold = Wnew
Wnew = Wold + γ∆(xi,Wnew)
Go to step 1
End
5. Output: W (x˜i)
Monte Carlo rollout policy for structured MDPs: We
assumed threshold policy for each restless bandit. This implies
that Monte Carlo rollout policy is implemented for structured
MDP. For computation of index, we further treat the current
state as threshold and evaluate rollout policy in which base
policy π is used. The policy π is threshold policy with known
threshold x˜i. Thus we consider π(xi) = 1 for xi > x˜i and
π(xi) = 0 for xi ≤ x˜i. In more detail, this is given in
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Monte Carlo rollout policy for arm i
Input: State of arm i : x˜i and W
1. Threshold policy π with known threshold x˜i
If x > x˜i Then
π(x) = 1 for x ∈ S
Else (x ≤ x˜i)
π(x) = 0 for x ∈ S
End
2. Monte Carlo rollout policy
Compute: For l = 1, 2, · · · , L
Ql,τ (x˜i,W, π) =
τ−1∑
t=0
βtr˜(xi,t,W, π(xi,t))
r˜(xi,t,W, π(xi,t) = 1) := r(xi,t, 1)
r˜(xi,t,W, π(xi,t) = 0) := r(xi,t, 0) +W
Estimate
Q˜L,τ (x˜i,W, π) =
1
L
L∑
l=1
Ql,τ (x˜i,W, π)
Obtain
V˜i(xi, ai = 1,W ) = r(xi, ai = 1) + Q˜L,τ (x˜i,W, π)
V˜i(xi, ai = 0,W ) = r(xi, ai = 0) +W + Q˜L,τ(x˜i,W, π)
3. Output: V˜i(xi, ai = 0,W ) and V˜i(xi, ai = 1,W ).
We next provide concentration inequality based result for
rollout policy using Hoeffding inequality, see [61]. We provide
bound on number of sample of trajectories needed for given
approximation error to value function under policy π.
Theorem 1: For given ǫ, δ > 0 and τ there is L > L˜ such
that with probability 1− δ we have∣∣∣∣Vi,π(x˜i)− 1L
L∑
l=1
Ql,τ (x˜i, π)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ.
Here,
L :=
2ǫ2(1− β2)
(2Rmax −Rmin)2(1− βτ ) log(2/δ)
. (2)
Proof: Let Vi,π(xi) be the value function for arm i under
policy π, and Ql,τ (x˜i, π) is discounted cumulative reward
along the trajectory t = l with horizon length τ. This given
by
Ql,τ (x˜i, π) =
τ−1∑
t=0
βtr˜(xi,t, π(xi,t))
where xi,0 = x˜i, r˜(xi,t, π(xi,t) = 0) = r(xi,t, 0) + W,
and r˜(xi,t, π(xi,t) = 1) = r(xi,t, 1). Let assume that
2Rmin ≤ r(x, a) ≤ Rmax. for all (x, a) ∈ S × A. Also
assume that Rmin ≤ W ≤ Rmax Note that {Ql,τ(x˜i, π)}Ll=1
are independent random trajectories generated using policy
π and Ql,τ (x˜i, π) ∈
[
Rmin(1−β
τ )
1−β ,
2Rmax(1−β
τ )
1−β
]
. Then from
Hoeffding inequality (see Appendix D), we obtain
Pr
(∣∣∣∣Vi,π(x˜i)− 1L
L∑
l=1
Ql,τ (x˜i, π)
∣∣∣∣ > ǫ
)
≤
2 exp
(
−2ǫ2(1− β)2
L(2Rmax −Rmin)2(1− βτ )2
)
.
We want right side in preceding equation to be small, say δ.
Thus,
2 exp
(
−2ǫ2(1− β)2
L(2Rmax −Rmin)2(1− βτ )2
)
= δ.
After simplifying, we get the bound on L and this is given in
Eqn. (2) This completes the proof. 
Remark 7: Observe that for sufficiently large horizon length
τ, the term 1− βτ ≈ 1. Thus number of sampled trajectories
needed is L ≈ 2ǫ
2(1−β2)
(2Rmax−Rmin)2 log(2/δ)
. The proposition mea-
sures the goodness of Monte Carlo rollout policy w.r.t. policy
π and provides approximation to value function.
2) Multi-dimensional state space model: We now study
multi-dimensional state space model for RMAB.
Assumption 2:
1) Assume that the state space of each arm in RMAB is
multi-dimensional. That is, xi ∈ S ⊂ Zn for arm i. This
is assumed for all arms.
2) The optimal policy for each single-armed restless bandit
is threshold-type.
Definition of threshold type policy for multi-dimensional
state space model is non-trivial. It is not going to be single
point anymore but it is collection points, xis. This is called as
threshold region. We can compare xi,&yi ∈ Si are compared
using partial order, i.e., xi ≥ yi iff xi(k) ≥ yi(k) for k =
1, 2, · · · , n
Definition 4 (Threshold type policy): For two action single
armed bandit, say arm i with multi-dimensional state space
Si, the optimal policy is of a threshold type if there exists
set Γi ⊂ Si such that optimal action of arm i, for given state
xi ∈ Si satisfy
a∗i (xi) =
{
1 if xi > yi, yi ∈ Γi,
0 if xi ≤ yi, yi ∈ Γi.
Note that Γi is threshold-type region, for which both actions
are optimal but for our purpose we choose not playing as
optimal action. Moreover, this set for arm i is given as follows.
Γi = {xi ∈ Si : ri(xi, ai = 0) +W+
β
∑
yi∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai = 0)Vi(yi) ≥ ri(xi, ai = 1)+
β
∑
yi∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai = 1)Vi(yi)

This is set of integers that divides state space into two region
for S ⊂ Zn. To have the threshold type property for each
arm, we need structure on transition probabilities and reward
probabilities. This we will not discuss here but we assume
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these are satisfied. The more discussion on assumptions for
threshold type policy and necessary conditions are given in
[4, Chapter 4 Section 4.7.3], and details on integer lattices
and submodularity is in [62], [63].
Indexability of an arm: As studied in section IV-B, define
Ui,1 is set of states at which optimal action is to play arm,
and Ui,0 is set of states at which optimal action is not to play
arm i. These sets are dependent on subsidy W. Thus,
Ui,1(W ) = {xi ∈ Si : a
∗
i (xi,W ) = 1} ,
Ui,0(W ) = {xi ∈ Si : a
∗
i (xi,W ) ≤ 1} .
From Definition 2 of indexability, one requires to show that
as subsidy W increases from −∞ to +∞ Ui,0(W ) increases
from ∅ to full set Si. As mention earlier, threshold policy
provides sufficient condition for indexability, and this need
structure on problem.
Whittle index computation: As in general obtaining closed
form expression for value function is difficult, we use Monte-
Carlo rollout policy as studied in section IV-B. We can has
similar numerical algorithm, but here complexity is more due
to multi-dimensional state space model.
C. Whittle index policy and Monte Carlo approach for multi-
action bandits
We now study multi-action RMAB, i.e., number of actions
m > 2. Suppose that the state space is single dimension,
i.e., Si ⊂ Z. A state in slot t is xi(t) for arm i. Recall that
action space of arm i is Ai, action of arm i in slot t is ai(t).
For simplicity, we assume that all arms has same number of
actions, |Ai| = M and Ai = {1, · · · ,M} for all i.
Essential idea of using Whittle index appproach is to
decompose the problem into single-armed restless bandit, this
is done using Lagrangian relaxation method, and budget con-
straint of actions brought into objective function. For single-
armed restless bandit, the dynamic program with Lagrangian
multiplier is given by
Vi(xi) = max
ai∈Ai
{ri(xi, ai) +W (M − ai)+
β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai)Vi(yi)
 , (3)
Note that the Lagrangian multiplierW is subsidy provided per
unit time per unit resource consumption.
Remark 8: Observe from Eqn. (3), that W (M − ai) is
decreasing in activity level ai Hence as the number activity
level increases, i.e., ai increases, the total subsidy W˜ (ai) :=
W (M − ai) obtained from the higher activity level decreases.
For highest activity level, the subsidy is zero. Thus, we have
W˜ = 0 for ai = M. Also, W˜1 < W˜2 whenever ai,2 < ai,1.
Here, ai,j for j = 1, 2 indicates the two different activity level
for arm i.
The next objective is to define the indexability and Whittle
index for multi-action bandit model. The idea is to extend
notion of indexability of two action single armed bandit model
to multi-action single armed bandit model.
Indexability for multi-action bandit: The definition of
indexability will depends on current state and activity level
fixed by DM for arm i. For given subsidy W and fix activity
level αi ∈ Ai, define
Vi(W,αi) := {xi ∈ Si : a
∗(W,xi) ≤ αi}.
It is the collection of states for which optimal action is chosen
less than equal to fixed activity level αi.
We observe from dynamic program in Eqn. (3), that if
total subsidy W˜ increases, then the expected reward is high
for low activity level. As subsidy W increases, total subsidy
increases. This suggests that the optimal action chpsen is low
level activity. Further, this implies that the states for which
optimal actions is less than fixed activity level is increases.
In other word Vi(W,αi) increases with in increase W. This is
notion used for definition of indexability, which is also referred
to as Full indexability in [28], [29]. This notion will be used
in our work.
Definition 5 (Full indexability): The arm i is called full
indexable if Vi(W,αi) is non decreasing in W for each αi ∈
Ai.
If all arms are full indexable, then RMAB is called full
indexable.
Definition 6 (Whittle index for multi-action bandit): The
Whittle index for arm i is defined as follows. Wi : Si×Ai →
R and
Wi(xi, αi) = inf {W ∈ R : xi ∈ Vi(W,αi)} .
The following result and which is highly intuitive.
Lemma 6: Wi(xi, αi) is decreasing in αi for fixed xi.
Proof: If arm is fully indexable, then the Whittle index
is minimum amount of subsidy required such that optimal
actions or activity level less than αi for given state xi and
activity level αi. It is the subsidy at arm i for raising activity
level αi to αi + 1 for given state xi. The subsidy is less than
Wi(xi, αi), that means reward from low activity level is less.
Hence higher activity levels are preferable. If the subsidy is
higher than index Wi(xi, αi) then higher activity level are
not preferable. One can define Wi(xi, αi = M) = 0 for all
xi ∈ Si. Then as activity level increases for fixed xi from αi
to αi + 1 using Eqn. (3), and this discussion it is clear that
Wi(xi, αi) is decreasing in activity level αi.
Idea on proof of full indexability: We have to show full
indexability. This can be often shown when the optimal policy
is monotone in action space. To claim the monotone policy
result, we need more structural assumption on reward dy-
namic and transition probabilities, see [4, Chapter 6, Theorem
6.11.7]. Assuming these structural assumptions, the optimal
stationary policy is monotone. This is nothing but threshold
policy with M − 1 threshold and this divides the state space
into M regions, in each region of state space, only one action
is optimal. This allows to claim full indexability result.
Index computation for multi-action bandit: Under full
indexability of arm, we obtain index Wi for each arm 1 ≤
i ≤ N. This raises following questions which were not in
two-action bandit model.
• What are the activity level being chosen for each arm?
• How to meet budget constraint for activity levels?
We answer this by index computation with greedy heuristic
algorithm. This is motivated from [28].
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In the index policy, say π(W ) with fixed subsidy W,
selection of optimal activity level for each arm satisfies the
following property.
a
∗(W,x) = a∗ iff Wi(a
∗
i − 1, xi) > W > Wi(a
∗
i , xi) for all i.
It follows from Lemma 6. Using this, one can consider the
greedy heuristic algorithm.
In this algorithm first step is to start with initial activation
level to zero for all arms. Clearly, this meets the budget
constraint. In the second step the arm with highest Whittle
index can be figure out for given allocation (activity level).
Thus
i∗ = arg max
1≤i≤N
Wi(xi, αi)
If there are more than one arm with highest index, then arm
will be picked randomly. In the third step, increase the activity
level for arm with highest index earlier, this increase in activity
level by 1 unit, Later verify the budget constraint if this
satisfies,
∑N
i=1 ai ≤ K, then again repeat second step for this
new allocation. Using this we again pick arm with highest
index and change their allocation strategy. This process is
repeated until constraint satisfy
∑N
i=1 ai > K.
Recall that two-action model we have nice structure which
allowed us to compute the index numerically or using simu-
lation method. In this case, how can we use structural result
to come up with index for each arm either numerically or
simulation based approach.
We need to compute the index for each state and activity
level for given arm. The computation of index is non-trivial.
As subsidy increases, the low level activity becomes more
rewarding, that is optimal action is to choose low level activity.
In the index, for each activity level αi we have to compare
the value function for action αi and αi − 1 with given state.
Thus the index computation is solution of following equation.
ri(xi, αi) +W (M − αi) + β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, αi)Vi(yi)−
[ri(xi, αi − 1) +W (M − αi + 1)+
β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, αi − 1)Vi(yi)
 = 0
In this computation, multi-timescale stochastic approximation
algorithm is used where in slower timescale, the subsidy Wt
iteration is run and fast timescale the value iteration algorithm
is performed. This gives
Wt+1 = Wt + γt+1∆Wt+1,
Vi,t+1(xi) = max
ai∈Ai
{ri(xi, ai) +Wt(M − ai)+
β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, ai)Vi,t(yi)
 ,
where
∆Wt+1 = ri(xi, αi − 1) + β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, αi − 1)Vi,t(yi)−
ri(xi, αi)− β
∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, αi)Vi,t(yi).
Convergence of multiple timescale algorithms is discussed in
[60, Chapter 6]. Idea there is to show that this algorithm
and solution of singularly perturbed differential equations
asymptotically converges.
Even in this case computation of∑
y∈Si
Pi(yi | xi, αi)Vi,t(yi) can be infeasible. Hence
we can utilize Monte Carlo based rollout policy for this
approximation, as given in section IV-B.
Analogously, we can extend this for multi-dimensional state
space, but complexity of problem increases and need much
more structure on the problem to claim monotone policy and
hence indexability.
In next section we discuss a simple Monte Carlo rollout
policy without index approach.
V. MONTE CARLO ROLLOUT POLICY FOR
NON-INDEXABLE TWO-ACTION BANDITS
Most often showing indexability is challenging task. RMAB
is shown to be indexable under special structure on model or
for special cases. This motivate to look the problem directly
by Monte Carlo rollout policy without indexability approach.
There are few differences between rollout policy with in-
dex based approach and directly applying rollout policy to
RMAB without indexability. In preceding section for RMAB
problems, we assumed threshold policy result and note that
to establish this policy one require sufficient structure on the
problem. Later, we used threshold policy result in rollout
policy and that is done separately for each arm. Finally,
we computed approximate index, see Algorithm 1 and 2. In
RMAB without indexability approach, we do not consider this
separation of arms. Instead, we directly simulate the rollout
policy, whereK arms are played each time instant in trajectory
with highest immediate reward for given current state. This is
one such simple policy that we used. There can be other variant
of this policy and this will be discussed later.
Let Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)) be the state action value for lth
sample at stage t under policy π when initial state and action
is (x, a) and current state is yt,l for lth sample and policy
is π(yt,l). Since this is non-indexable approach, we do not
have subsidy W. We consider the policy π that selects the
arms in current state with maximum immediate reward, thus
π(yt,l) = maxa∈A
∑N
i=1 ri(yi,t,l, ai). In our RMAB problem
with policy π(x), K arms are played at each instant, and
the reward is obtained only from K played arms and no
reward from not played arms. Hence Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l))
is sum of reward from K played arms in stage t, sample l
and state yt,l under policy π, i.e., Q
l
π,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)) =
maxa∈A
∑N
i=1 ri(yi,t,l, ai).
For τ = 1, this rollout MC policy is a simple approximation
to one-step lookahead policy and it given as follows.
Q˜π,1(x, a) =
N∑
i=1
ri(xi, ai) +
β
[
1
L
L∑
l=1
Qlπ,1(x, a, y1,l, π(y1,l))
]
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and
π′(x) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Q˜π,1(x, a).
A variant of this policy is for τ > 1, in that case there
is set of trajectories of state-action-and reward according
to policy π starting state and action (x, a) upto length of
horizon τ. There are such L trajectories are generated using
generative model. This is averaged over number of trajectories.
Mathematically, {Qlπ,t(x, a, yt,l, π(yt,l))}
τ
t=1 is a trajectory of
state action value from state-action (x, a) for lth sample. Then,
total discounted reward for lth trajectory running upto horizon
length τ with policy π is
Q
l
π,τ (x, a) =
τ∑
t=1
βt−1Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)).
The state action value estimate from this policy is
Q˜π,T (x, a) =
N∑
i=1
ri(xi, ai) + β
[
1
L
L∑
l=1
Q
l
π,T (x, a)
]
,
and policy is
π′(x) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Q˜π,T (x, a).
This is a simple rollout policy with greedy behavior of π.
This does not take account of future reward while playing
arms.
Another variant of policy π is to consider stochastic pol-
icy, where we use exploration-exploitation behavior of π. In
simulated policy π, at each instant the K arms having the
highest immediate rewards are played based on current state
with probability 1 − ǫ and this is exploitation scheme. The
exploration is performed with probability ǫ where any K arms
are played randomly that does not depend on state. Moreover,
this exploration parameter ǫ is decreasing with time horizon
τ in each trajectory.
There are other various version of stochastic policies are
possible, where different weight could be assigned to different
arms. While doing this knowledge of subset of state transition
probabilities and rewards can be utilized.
This rollout based policy approach is feasible alternative
with very least structure on dynamics of arms.
VI. MONTE CARLO ROLLOUT POLICY FOR
NON-INDEXABLE MULTI-ACTION RESTLESS BANDITS
In this section we develop Monte Carlo rollout policy for
non-inddexable multi-action restless bandits. As mention in
preceding section, different actions for a bandit represent the
activity of the arm. We now do not impose any structure
on the problem and hence problem does not have threshold
structure. Therefore the multi-action restless bandit may be
non-indexable.
We use Monte-Carlo rollout policy. Let
{Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l))}
T
t=1 is a trajectory of state-action
value from (x, a) for lth sample. Then, total discounted
reward for lth sample and trajectory running upto horizon
length τ with policy π is
Q
l
π,τ (x, a) =
τ∑
t=1
βt−1Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)).
The policy π is implemented in which the arms with dif-
ferent activity level is selected at each instant along trajectory
and this is done using greedy approach. Then
Qlπ,t(x, a,yt,l, π(yt,l)) = max
π(yt,l)∈A
N∑
i=1
ri(yi,t,l, ai)
Here, A = {a = (a1, · · · , aN) ∈ A :
∑N
i=1 ai ≤ K, ai ∈
Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ N}.
Using this trajectories are generated and and we compute
Q
l
π,τ (x, a) for all l.
The state action value estimate from this policy is
Q˜π,T (x, a) =
N∑
i=1
ri(xi, ai) + β
[
1
L
L∑
l=1
Q
l
π,T (x, a)
]
,
and policy is
π′(x) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Q˜π,T (x, a).
Note that the problem with multi-action is more complex
than two armed bandit for simple rollout policy with greedy
algorithm for π. This is because implementation of greedy
policy with satisfying budget constraint and activity levels is
non-trivial.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
In this paper our objective was a develop a computational
perspective for MDP, RMAB and multi-action RMAB. There
is a trade off between computational time and accuracy of the
solution.
We studied a simple Monte Carlo rollout policy. This
is often feasible for multi-dimensional state space in MDP
when there is limited computational budget. This scheme is
very useful for RMAB, particularly multi-action bandits when
indexability is very difficult to claim.
In our future work we plan to provide extensive computa-
tional results for different applications. This work gives vari-
ous directions future research. We mention here few possible
extensions.
1) Structured MDP: We studied Monte-Carlo rollout pol-
icy for single threshold MDP. The threshold would be
a curve for multidimensional MDP. We can utilize the
rollout policy algorithm for such problems. Finding a
base policy can be easy since state space, transition prob-
abilities and rewards are ordered, i.e., partially ordered.
2) Importance-sampling based rollout policy: The Monte
Carlo rollout policy is a simulation based approach,
where next state is sampled by a generator using known
model with uniform sampling. In that case variance can
high and to reduce the variance, Importance sampling
is used. The current rollout policy can be modified for
Importance sampling.
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3) Constrained MDPs and RMAB: Constrained MDPs
(CMDP) are well studied [64]. In these problems, there
are multiple objective reward functions. These follow
some constrained inequality. Here, a stationary determin-
istic policy may not be feasible. Thus stationary stochas-
tic policies are well studied. Rollout policy approach for
CMDP is another direction of work. Similarly, in RMAB
problems, there can be multiple objective reward func-
tions. The extension of stochastic policy with Rollout
policy approach is an open issue.
4) Hidden Markov RMAB with multi-state space
model: This is a class of partially observable RMAB,
where states are not known but an observation is avail-
able from each state. Here, a belief about the state
is maintained. This belief is vector and it is point in
M − 1 dimensional simplex. Here computing value
function and even claiming indexability is very hard
for more than two state model and two action bandits.
The hidden Markov RMAB is studied for two state and
two action bandits in [42], [48], for multi-state in [65]
. Rollout policy can be useful a approach with limited
computation.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 1
The proof of this is straightforward, idea there is to run
value iteration with base policy π for finite horizon and we
can get the following inequality,
V ∗(x)− Vπ(x) ≤ V
∗(x) − Vπ,τ (x).
preceding inequality because
Vπ,τ (x) ≤
τ∑
t=1
βtE [r(x(t), πrh(x))] + β
τ+1E [Vπ,τ (x)] ,
Vπ,τ (x) ≤ Vπ(x).
Note that we can have following inequality,
|V ∗(x)− Vπ,τ (x)| ≤ β
τ max
x
|V ∗(x)− V0(x)|,
≤ βτ
Rmax
1− β
.

This result is mentioned in [14], see Theorem 3.1.
B. Proof of Lemma 2
We obtain upper bound. Consider
V ∗(x)− Vπ(x) = (V
∗(x)− T (V )(x)) +
(T (V )(x)− Vπ(x)). (4)
Here T is Bellman operation. We give bound on preceding
expression. First term in RHS of Eqn (4) is written as follows.
|V ∗(x)− T (V )(x)| ≤ |V ∗(x)− VH(x)| +
|VH(x)− T (V )(x)| (5)
Here VH(x) is the value function with finite horizon length H
and initial state x. Idea is to give bound on |VH(x)−T (V )(x)|.
This can be derived using value iteration algorithm. Suppose
the value iteration Vt, Vt := T (Vt−1). Note that operator T is
contraction mapping. Thus,
|T (VH−1)(x)− T (V )(x)| ≤ β sup
x∈S
|VH−1(x) − V (x)|
≤ βǫ. (6)
In last inequality used assumption made in Lemma.
Next we want bound on supx∈S |V
∗(x)−VH (x)| in Eqn. (5)
This is a difference between the optimal value function and
finite horizon value function.Then
sup
x∈S
|V ∗(x)− VH(x)| = sup
x∈S
|T (V ∗)(x)− T (VH−1)(x)|
= β sup
x∈S
|V ∗(x)− VH−1(x)|
= β2 sup
x∈S
|V ∗(x)− VH−2(x)|.
Repeating this, we have
sup
x∈S
|V ∗(x)− VH(x)| = β
H sup
x∈S
|V ∗(x)− v0(x)|
≤ βH
Rmax
1− β
. (7)
From Eqn. (6) and (7), we have following bound on Eqn. (5).
|V ∗(x)− T (V )(x)| ≤ βH
Rmax
1− β
+ βǫ.
We next want bound on T (V )(x)−Vπ(x), and we can obtain
T (V )(x)− Vπ(x) ≤
βǫ(1 + β)
1− β
for all x ∈ S. Then combining all preceding inequalities, we
can have
V ∗(x) − Vπ(x) ≤ β
H Rmax
1− β
+ βǫ+
βǫ(1 + β)
1− β
= βH
Rmax
1− β
+
2βǫ
1− β
.
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This gives desired result. We now want to show T (V )(x) −
Vπ(x) ≤
βǫ(1+β)
1−β . To claim this bound, there is interesting
trick which is used. First look at T (V )(x) and one can derive
the following bound (need few steps).
T (V )(x) ≤ E
[
n∑
t=0
βtRt(x(t), π(x(t))) | x0 = x
]
+
βn+1E [T (V (x(n + 1))) | x0 = x] +[
βǫ(1 + β) + β2ǫ(1 + β) + · · ·+ βn+1ǫ(1 + β)
]
.
Next letting n → ∞, first term becomes Vπ(x), second term
goes to zero and all the terms in third square bracket becomes
ǫ(1+β)
1−β . This gives
T (V )(x) − Vπ(x) ≤
βǫ(1 + β)
1− β
.
This completes the proof. 
C. Proof of Lemma 3
From rollout policy for MDP in Section III-B, we can have
following inequality.
Vπro,τ (x) ≥ Vπ,τ (x).
For given policy π
Vπ(x) = Vπ,τ (x) + β
τ
E (Vπ(xτ ) | x)
≤ Vπro,τ (x) + β
τ
E (Vπ(xτ ) | x)
≤ Vπro,τ (x) + β
τ Rmax
1− β
Thus, for letting ǫ > βτ Rmax1−β we get
Vπro,τ (x) ≤ Vπ(x)− ǫ.
D. Hoeffding inequality from [61]
Let x1, x2, · · · , xt be independent bounded variables such
that ai ≤ xi ≤ bi. Let St =
∑t
i=1 xi. and E (St) Then for
any ǫ > 0 we have
Pr (|St − E (St) | > ǫ) ≤ 2 exp
(
−2ǫ2∑t
i=1(bi − ai)
2
)
E. Understanding of optimal policy and good policy
In rollout policy and parallel rollout policy, we require to
start with base policy π. If the base policy is good then we
can have good approximation for optimal value function. In
this section, we understand about optimal policy and provide
intuition for good policy.
Let π∗ be the optimal stationary policy. The expected
discounted infinite horizon reward is higher than any other
policy π. That is π∗ = {µ1, µ2, · · · }. For all x ∈ S the value
function under optimal policy π∗ is
Vπ∗(x) = E
[
∞∑
t=1
βtr(x(t), µt(x(t))) | x(1) = x
]
= E
[
τ∑
t=1
βtr(x(t), µt(x(t))) | x(1) = x
]
+
E
[
∞∑
t=τ
βtr(x(t), µt(x(t)))
]
We can bound second term in preceding eqn. when r(x, a) ≤
Rmax for all x ∈ S, and a. Then we get
∣∣∣∣E
[
∞∑
t=τ
βtr(x(t), µt(x(t)))
] ∣∣∣∣ ≤ βτRmax1− β .
Thus, we can have
Vπ∗(x) ≤ E
[
τ∑
t=1
βtr(x(t), µt(x(t))) | x(1) = x
]
+
βτRmax
1− β
.
For fixed 0 < β < 1, and ǫ > 0 there exists τ < ∞ such
that β
τRmax
1−β < ǫ. This intuitively suggests that there is finite
horizon τ from that reward is highest. Define
V˜π∗,τ (x) = E
[
τ∑
t=1
βtr(x(t), µ(x(t))) | x(1) = x
]
This is finite horizon discounted value function, we can have
Vπ∗(x)− V˜π∗,τ (x) < ǫ.
We generate sufficiently large number of trajectories L using
simulation model with policy π∗, such that we can have
following inequality.
Pr
(∣∣∣∣ 1L
L∑
l=1
(
τ∑
t=1
β
t−1
Q
l
pi∗,t(x, µ(x),yt,l, µ(yt,l))
)
− V˜pi∗,τ
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ǫ
)
≤ δ
Next using Hoeffding inequality, we can get the number of
trajectories need to get desired level of accuracy.
We next discuss good policy. Define
Π˜ = {π ∈ Π : Vπ∗(x) ≤ Vπ(x) + ǫ}
for all x ∈ S. Thus Π˜ is collection of policies which perform
close to optimal policy, this is a set of good policy. Further,
we can have
Vπ∗,τ (x) − Vπ,τ (x) ≤ ǫ
for all π ∈ Π˜.
